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SYNOPSIS
In summer, the Portuguese countryside is ravaged by fires. Otilia struggles
between her job as a pool cleaner and the need to take care of her mother alone.
Stunned by this suffocating daily life, the flames awaken in her solitude, despair
and the desire to escape.

INTENTION NOTE
As Sacrificadas is inspired by the fate of the women, like the ones around me,
who are fifty plus and were often the first victims of the economic crisis of the
late 2000s. Today, they work several precarious jobs to make a living while also
providing for their households, often to the detriment of their own well-being. At
the same time, some of these women are taking care of their sick or aging relatives. My desire has been to turn the spotlight on their daily struggle.
Another problem highlighted by the film is that of wildfires. Each summer, the
Portuguese mountains change into a lunar landscape because of them. They
have serious economic and ecological consequences. Most of the time, the
cause is natural, but sometimes they are the result of criminal acts or accidents.
Each year, many people are charged with arson. In the rare case where the arsonist is a women, she is often driven to the act by either a depression or difficult circumstances such as: isolation, domestic violence, economic distress… In
these cases, the fire is a cry for help, indicative of an unspeakable suffering. In
As Sacrificadas, the struggle and despair of these women are intertwined with
the surrounding landscape reduced to ashes.
Aurélie Oliveira Pernet

Q&A
Interview between Jean Perret and the director Aurélie Oliveira Pernet
The story is made up of paradoxical elements: real life experiences (the
cleaning job of the daughter and the old age of the mother) and unsolved
mysteries (the origin of the fire and the presence of the neighbor): how
did you balance between these elements and what place do you give to
the viewer in this narration?

A great freedom of interpretation is given to the spectators, as knowing the
identity of the arsonist is secondary. Playing with this question mark allows me
to highlight the mental load of my protagonist, Otília, which is the real purpose
of the film.
The lighting in the film is part of its dramaturgy, how did you decide on
it with your director of photography?

A large part of the scenes take place outdoors, therefore we — my director of
photography (Augustin Losserand) and I — worked a lot with natural light, mainly in the early morning or at sunset. The film opens at dawn and closes at dusk.
These atmospheres create both mystery and melancholy, while emphasizing
Otília’s impression of endless days.

Are water and fire, in their metaphorical dimensions, the two main characters of the film?

Yes, in the sense that they both drive Otília and constitute a part of her. In the
film, water is a peaceful element symbolizing care. Fire, a destructive element,
symbolizes Otília’s desire to escape. I see this duality as an expression of the
complex life situations of caregivers: full of love and self-sacrifice but also steeped in powerlessness, injustice or even sometimes revolt.
The relationship between the mother and daughter is tense and grows
even more complex towards the end of the film: are both characters
alike?

The relationship between Laurinda and Otília is a mirror, as they both feel love
and rejection. In this sense they are very similar. The end of the film could imply
that Otília could start a fire like her mother; but they wouldn’t do it for the same
reasons. Every character in the movie is a potential arsonist with its own motivation: the exploitation of a land lot, loneliness, insanity, despair, anger…
The real motive for arson, however, often remains a mystery to the authorities.
The title suggests the idea of sacrifice. Is the daughter the one to be sacrificed, even though she seems to have a strong desire for emancipation?

As Sacrificadas refers to Otília, as well as to all women who are exploited by
traditional and patriarchal societies, whose work is made invisible and is not
valued, whether they are caregivers or cleaners… In short, those who work in the
shadows. This does not inhibit their desire for emancipation, quite the contrary.
The left behind are also the elderly women, like Laurinda, who are rejected from
society. This also includes the other sacrificed forms of life: burned forests and
the abandoned countryside. This title has several layers of interpretation.

Aurélie Oliveira Pernet
Born in 1990, Aurélie Oliveira Pernet first obtained a diploma in graphic design
before undertaking a Bachelor’s degree in Cinema at HEAD – Geneva. She graduated in 2014 with her short film Meccarillos, notably screened at Indie Lisboa,
Nara IFF and Tous Courts. Graduating with a Master’s degree in Film Studies
from UNIL in 2019, she has since been developing her film projects. Her latest
short film As Sacrificadas is selected at the festivals of Rotterdam (IFFR Industry) and Vila do Conde (Curtas). She is currently writing her first feature film.
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points of view are rooted in contemporary society.
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Primeira Idade
PRIMEIRA IDADE means FIRST AGE in Portuguese. It is an organization dedicated
exclusively to film production. Founded by Pedro Duarte, PRIMEIRA IDADE was
idealized as a safe space for film directors and other film creators which takes into
account simultaneously the legacy and craft of the cinematic tradition and wishes
to propel it into the future by making timeless works of moving image. PRIMEIRA
IDADE aims at making cinema for the future, to be seen by as many people as possible, investing in auteurs whose art ambitions at widening the perception and horizons of those who will contact with it.
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